INTRODUCTION
The growth of broadband access networks, such as asynchronous digital subscriber line (ADSL) and wireless local area network (WLAN), is driving an increase in data traffic on the backbone network. As a result, the volume of data traffic is growing two to three times per year. Commercial switching systems for the backbone network now operate at hundreds of gigabits per second. This means that a terabit-per-second-class switching system for the backbone network will be required in the near future if data traffic continues to increase at the same pace [1, 2] .
For this purpose, we studied a switch that can be applied to an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)/Internet Protocol (IP) switch. Most highspeed packet switching systems, including IP routers, use a fixed-sized cell in the switch fabric. Variable-length packets are segmented into several fixed-sized cells when they arrive, switched through the switch fabric, and reassembled into packets before they depart. Therefore, an ATM switch and an IP switch can be considered in the same way.
Approaches to single-stage and multistage Clos switches are shown in Fig. 1 . Most switches today use several single-stage switching techniques [3] . Single-stage switches are relatively simple. They are usually implemented using electronic technologies. To increase the switch size, we need to enlarge the size of the basic switch element by using chips fabricated by deep sub-micron process technology and high-density packing technologies such as chip-scale packaging (CSP) and multichip modules (MCMs) to assemble switch chips.
However, the single-stage approach has two limitations. One is a cooling limitation. Highdensity packaging technologies result in high power consumption, so a special cooling system such as a liquid coolant with a radiator will be required. The other limitation is the interconnection between different switching devices. As the switch size and port speed increase, a larger number of high-speed signal interconnections are required. These interconnections become a bottleneck.
An attractive way to overcome the cooling limitation is to use the multistage Clos switch architecture. This approach allows us to expand the switch size easily in a distributed manner. A basic switch is implemented as large as possible under the condition that the cooling and interconnection limitations are satisfied. To construct the Clos switch, each basic switch is arranged in a distributed manner so that the cooling problem can be solved.
In the multistage approach, although the cooling problem is solved, the interconnection problem remains. When a basic switch is implemented in a printed circuit board (PCB), a large number of interconnections are still required to Eiji Oki, Naoaki Yamanaka, Kohei Nakai, and Nobuaki Matsuura,
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ABSTRACT
A three-stage Clos switch architecture is attractive because of its scalability. From an implementation point of view, it allows us to relax the cooling limitation, but there is a problem interconnecting different stages. This article presents a three-stage switching system that uses optical WDM grouped links and dynamic bandwidth sharing. We call it a WDM grouped-link switch. The introduction of WDM makes the number of cables used in the system proportional to the switch size. Dynamic bandwidth sharing among WDM grouped links prevents the statistical multiplexing gain offered by WDM from falling even if the switching system becomes large. The WDM grouped-link switch uses cell-by-cell wavelength routing. A performance evaluation confirms the scalability and cost-effectiveness of this switch. An implementation of the WDM grouped link and a compact planar lightwave circuit platform is described. This architecture allows us to expand the throughput of the switching system up to 5 Tb/s.
Multi-Stage Switching System Using Optical WDM Grouped Links Based on Dynamic Bandwidth Sharing
connect different PCBs. To solve this problem, we introduce optical wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) for the interconnection between basic switches. WDM simplifies the interconnection system between basic switches.
This article proposes a three-stage switch architecture that uses optical WDM grouped links and dynamic bandwidth sharing. We call it a WDM grouped-link switch. The WDM grouped-link switch has two features. The first feature is the use of WDM technology to make the number of cables directly proportional to the system size. The second feature is the use of dynamic bandwidth sharing among WDM grouped links to hold the statistical multiplexing gain constant even if the switching system scale is increased. The WDM grouped-link switch uses cell-by-cell wavelength routing. A performance evaluation confirms the scalability and cost effectiveness of the WDM grouped-link switch. An implementation of the WDM grouped link and a compact planar lightwave circuit (PLC) platform is described. This architecture allows us to expand the throughput of the switching system up to 5 Tb/s. This article is organized as follows. We first describe the problems of the conventional threestage Clos switch architecture in expanding its scalability. Next, the WDM grouped-link switch architecture is presented. Then we show its characteristics and describe implementations of the experimental WDM grouped-link switching system. Finally, we conclude the article with our remarks.
CONVENTIONAL THREE-STAGE CLOS SWITCH ARCHITECTURE
Three-stage Clos switching systems can be expanded easily by adding basic switch elements. An example of a conventional three-stage switching system is shown in Fig. 2 . Each basic switch has N input ports and N output ports. The total throughput of this system is N times that of the basic switch. 3N basic switches are used in the switching system. In this article we call the switching network shown in Fig. 2 the basic network.
The merit of the three-stage switching system is its size scalability, which means that the number of basic switches is directly proportional to the size of the switching system. The expansion shown in Fig. 3 is M times for the basic network. Thus, 3MN basic switches are used in the expanded system. However, there are two problems with expanding conventional switches in a conventional manner.
First, the number of cables is in proportion to M 2 . For example, a basic network of N = 8 uses a total of 128 cables. Expanding the system eight times (M = 8) requires a total of 8192 cables. To overcome this problem, we propose using optical WDM interconnection. Details are described later.
Second, the statistical multiplexing gain at a link decreases as the switching system is expanded if conventional management techniques are used. The bandwidth of links in a conventional system is fixed. So when the basic switch is expanded M times, one input/output port bandwidth (C b/s) of the basic switch is divided among M links. This means that the bandwidth of each link becomes C/M b/s in the expanded system as shown in Fig. 3 . Note that we assumed the throughput of each basic switch is not increased due to power consumption and input/output pin limitations. For example, in expanding the basic network eight times using a basic switch whose input/output ports are 10 Gb/s (C = 10 Gb/s, M = 8), the link bandwidth is reduced to 1.25 Gb/s. As the link bandwidth decreases, more cells are lost, especially when the connections carry bursty traffic. Each stage consists of N switch groups. Each switch group consists of M basic switches. We call the basic switch a member to more clearly explain the architecture. The basic switch (n,m) is the mth member of the nth group. Each basic switch has N input ports and N output ports. Each port multiplexes M wavelengths onto one optical fiber. The set of M wavelengths is called a WDM group. Each output port of the basic switch is connected to its intended switch group of the next stage. Each wavelength belonging to a WDM group of an output port is connected with its intended member switch to its intended switch group of the next stage by wavelength routing. At an output port, wavelength is assigned on a cell-by-cell basis according to the intended member.
An example of cell-by-cell wavelength routing is shown in Fig. 4 . Let us consider the routing from the first stage (1,1) to the third stage (1,M). In the first stage, cells are routed to the Nth port in the basic switch (1, 1) , and converted to wavelength λ 1 and optically routed to the second stage (N,1) using cell-by-cell wavelength switching, described later. In the second stage, cells are routed to the first port in the basic switch (N,1) and optically converted to wavelength λ M for routing to the third stage (1,M).
DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH SHARING TECHNIQUE
Each basic switch has N input/output ports, and each port has one fiber carrying M wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 5 . Each wavelength in a WDM group has its intended switch member in the interconnection of WDM grouped links.
The bandwidth of the switch port is shared among all the wavelengths in the WDM group, while the total bandwidth (effective cell transmission rate) of the wavelengths in the WDM group is limited to the speed of the switch port (C b/s). The bandwidth of each wavelength changes dynamically. If the maximum bandwidth of each link (C b/s) is divided into more than the fixed value of C/M b/s for the basic switch expanded M times, the statistical multiplexing gain is not reduced even if the switching system scale is expanded.
Let us consider the establishment of a switching path from the first stage (n 1 , m 1 ) to the third stage (n 3 , m 3 ) by way of the second stage (n 2 , m 2 ). The cell loss inside the proposed switch is designed to occur mainly at the n 2 th output port of the first stage (n 1 , m 1 ), the n 1 th input port of the second stage (n 2 , m 2 ), the n 3 th output port of the second stage (n 2 , m 2 ), and the n 2 th input port of the third stage (n 3 , m 3 ). In our switch, admission control is executed at each of these cell loss points to ensure that the specified cell loss ratios are not exceeded. We can also use high-speed admission control (e.g., that presented in [4, 5] ).
We note that cell loss in a conventional three- stage switching system occurs only at the output ports of the first and second basic switches [6] .
On the other hand, in the proposed switching system, cell loss can occur even at the input ports of the second and third basic switches due to the dynamic bandwidth sharing. However, the dynamic bandwidth sharing increases the statistical multiplexing gain while guaranteeing the specified cell loss ratio.
WDM GROUPED LINK
The interconnection of WDM grouped links consists of WDM sender ports, wavelength routers, and WDM receiver ports, as shown in Fig. 4 . If the size of a switch is expanded M times, M wavelengths are used in the WDM grouped link. The WDM sender port assigns each cell its destined wavelength among M wavelengths, and multiplexes it onto an optical fiber. Each WDM sender port has its own WDM group. In the wavelength router, each cell is optically routed by wavelength. An arrayedwaveguide grating (AWG) with M input/output ports is used as the wavelength router [7] . Table  1 
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should be faster than the equally divided speed (C/M b/s) in order to keep the statistical multiplexing gain high.
The system changes the routing table constantly by assessing the average load for each wavelength. When a switching path is to be established from the first stage (n 1 , m 1 ) to the third stage (n 3 , m 3 ), the system selects a secondstage basic switch with the goal of equalizing the average load carried by each wavelength. Thus, the average load on each wavelength is less than C/M. Here, S is determined by the traffic condition. This is one feature of our switch architecture. Details are described in the next section.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WDM GROUPED-LINK SWITCH SCALABILITY
This switch architecture is scalable in terms of the number of cables. Figure 7a shows the number of cables vs. M for N = 8. With the conventional architecture, the number of cables is proportional to M 2 . Our architecture makes it linearly proportional to M through the use of WDM technology.
Our architecture is also scalable in terms of admissible load. Figure 7b shows the admissible load L adm vs. M for a required cell loss ratio CLR < 10 -9 . With the conventional architecture, L adm decreases as M increases. In our architecture, L adm does not decrease even as M increases. This is because the bandwidth C is shared among the wavelengths in each WDM group. The statistical multiplexing gain can be kept high even if the switching system is expanded greatly, so L adm remains high.
WAVELENGTH SIGNAL SPEED
Wavelength signal speed S can be slower than C because the WDM grouped-link switch distributes connections in the first stage. Next, we explain how to determine the appropriate S.
I Figure 6 . Functional blocks of WDM sender/receiver ports. Table 1 . Rules for optical wavelength routing.
The WDM sender Figure 8 shows admissible load L adm for ensuring CLR < 10 -9 . Cell loss may occur when cells enter a WDM group from a basic switch, a speed conversion buffer at a WDM sender port, or the scheduling buffer in a WDM receiver port.
As S exceeds C/M, L adm becomes large, as shown in Fig. 8 . L adm saturates if S is increased above the inflexion point. We call this point S 0 . In the region where S is smaller than S 0 , the bottleneck of L adm is S. In this case, cell loss occurs at the speed conversion buffer. Our design policy for the WDM grouped-link switching system is to increase the statistical multiplexing gain by using dynamic bandwidth sharing. Therefore, wavelength signal speed S should be fast in order to avoid cell loss in the speed conversion buffer at a WDM sender port and move the bottleneck to the other points. In the region from S 0 , L adm does not change. This is because the bottleneck of L adm is the bandwidth of a WDM group, which is C. S does not need to be fast in this region. Thus, thanks to dynamic bandwidth sharing among WDM grouped links, S can be much slower than C while supporting the specified cell loss ratio. This enables us to suppress the total system power consumption if the switch size becomes large.
Note that cell loss at the speed conversion buffer may occur even in this region, but it is much smaller than the cell loss ratio when cells enter a WDM group from a basic switch. That is why L adm does not change even if S 0 increases in this region.
When the peak rate of the accommodated connections becomes large, S 0 increases. To implement WDM sender/receiver ports cost effectively, it is preferable to design S 0 to be as slow as possible under the worst traffic condition in the switching system.
THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
We experimentally implemented a WDM grouped-link switching system. In this experimental system, we set N = 8, M = 8, and C = 10 Gb/s. This means that the throughput of the switching system can be expanded up to 5 Tb/s (10 Gb/s × 8 × 8 × 8). As a basic switch, an 8 × 8 switching module with 80 Gb/s throughput was fabricated using eight switch chips and 32 interface chips on a ceramic substrate [8, 9] .
Photographs of the WDM sender/receiver ports are shown in Fig. 9 . Each port consists of electrical and optical parts. The electric part includes functions of address filters and speed conversion buffers in the WDM sender port, and those of scheduling buffers and a scheduler in the WDM receiver port. The scheduler uses a dynamic deficit round-robin (DDRR) algorithm [10] . These functions are implemented using field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The optical parts include functions of E/O converters and a wavelength multiplexer in the WDM sender port, and those of O/E converters and a wavelength demultiplexer in the WDM receiver port. These functions are made using compact PLC platforms [11] combined by hybrid integration. Wavelength speed S was chosen to be 2.5 Gb/s from the observations in the previous section.
CONCLUSION
This article presented the WDM grouped-link switch architecture that uses optical WDM grouped links and dynamic bandwidth sharing. The WDM grouped-link switch uses WDM technology to make the number of cables directly proportional to the system size and uses dynamic bandwidth sharing among WDM grouped links to hold the statistical multiplexing gain constant I Figure 9 . Photographs of sender/receiver ports. even if switching system scale is increased. A performance evaluation confirmed the scalability and cost effectiveness of the WDM grouped-link switch. An implementation of the WDM grouped link and a compact PLC platform was described. This architecture allows us to expand the throughput of the switching system up to 5 Tb/s. 
